CMCC – Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per i Cambiamenti Climatici
INGV - Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia,
Viale Aldo Moro 44 – Bologna
How to reach us
CMCC-INGV is located in the Bologna Exhibition area (Bologna-Fiere), in Viale
Aldo Moro, 44 (2nd, 6th and 7th floor).

By public transports:
A. From the Airport to the Train Station:
The Airport is linked to the train station by the AEROBUS shuttle bus. Departures are
from 07.30 am every 15 minutes and the journey takes about 25 minutes. The fare is
6,00 Euros and the ticked is purchased on board.
B. From the Train Station to the CMCC/INGV:
Bologna train station is just a 10-minutes bus journey from Bologna-Fiere. Take bus
no 35 or 38, or shuttle F (only during Fair exhibition days) at the bus stop opposite to
the station main entrance, direction Fiera, and get off at the FIERA / ALDO MORO
station.
Tickets cost 1,00 Euro and must be purchased before boarding.
From the bus stop, walk along the square towards the towers: you will find a
pyramidal monument on your left. Go on, the last building on the right is the number
44 (see enclosed picture).
C. From the centre of Bologna:
Bologna city centre is ca. a 20-minute bus journey from Bologna-Fiere. Check on

http://www.atc.bo.it/ for the timetable and the bus stop.

By car:
A. From the highway coming from Milano / Padova / Firenze:
Follow the directions towards ANCONA. Take exit BOLOGNA-FIERA and follow
the direction to “Centro”. Go through Viale Europa, passing Medusa Multisala
Cinema and
RAI, on your left. At the roundabout, take the first street on your right: Viale Aldo
Moro. Number 44 is one of the buildings on your right.
B. From the highway coming from Ancona:
Follow the directions towards MILANO, then take exit BOLOGNA-FIERA and go
on as per point A.

